A 2018 audit of The Pentagon revealed $21 trillion in missing or unaccounted for funds, obscured through two sets of ledgers and other questionable accounting practices.

The Dept. of Defense failed the 2018 audit and has not accounted for the $21 trillion.

One trillion = 1,000 billion in US accounting dollars

What does $21 trillion buy?

- Effectively address US infrastructure: $4.6 trillion
- Spending on healthcare annually: $3.6 trillion
- Total student loan debt: $1.5 trillion
- Proposed Green New Deal investment: $970 billion
- Total farm sector debt: $427 billion

Mass incarceration per year: $182 billion
To immediately shelter all experiencing homelessness: $20 billion
Repair, modernize, rebuild VA infrastructure: $62 billion

$11 trillion, roughly HALF the missing Pentagon money
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